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Abstract:
Thermal stresses were calculated for an experimental magnetohydrodynamic cored ceramic brick
regenerative air preheater. The finite element method was employed for determining both temperature
and stress distributions for individual ceramic core bricks at typical cyclic equilibrium operating
conditions. Maximum stress values and their locations in the hexagonal core bricks were calculated and
compared with values predicted by an earlier, more approximate method as well as with failure modes
in an actual preheater. The maximum stresses were found to be circumferential; that is, acting
perpendicularly to the direction of the gas flow passages. 
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ABSTRACT

Thermal stresses were calculated for an experimental magnetohydro
dynamic cored ceramic brick regenerative air preheater. The finite 
element method was employed for determining both temperature and stress 
distributions for individual ceramic core bricks at typical cyclic equi
librium operating conditions. Maximum stress values and their locations 
in the hexagonal core bricks were calculated and compared with values 
predicted by an earlier, more approximate method as well as with failure 
modes in an actual preheater. The maximum stresses were found to be 
circumferential; that is, acting perpendicularly to the direction of the 
gas flow passages.



CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the-open-cycle magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) system, there is a 

requirement.for combustion intake air at temperatures on the order of 

1800°K: ' One method'proposed for accomplishing this involves use of a 

cored ceramic brick regenerative heat exchanger, or preheater. The 

operational• modes. of' the preheater- are -the~alternating-reheat and blow-- 

down cycles, wherein the preheater core, is heated by combustion exhaust 

gases._and cooled.by combustion intake air, respectively.

Coal is the fuel proposed for MHD systems under study at Montana ■ 

State-University.'.The use of coal as fuel results in liquid coal slag 

being present in the combustion exhaust gases. This causes complica

tions—in the operation of the air preheaters due to slag deposition and 

run-off-on the gas flow passage walls and slag saturation of the ceramic 

core material: An experimental air preheater, the Moderate Temperature

Slag flow Facility (MTSFF) has been constructed at Montana State Univer

sity to study these problems.

The MTSFF consists of a columnar core.of hexagonal ceramic bricks. 

Surrounding ..the- core is a circular.-ceramicz-containment tube,- several 

layers of ceramic insulation, a steel pressure vessel, and a final layer 

of -fiberglass-insulation. -, There ris a-small-air space-.between' the-; circu—, 

Iar!-containment-tube-and-.the hexagonal sore., The core bricks-are_sym- _ 

metrically drilled with nineteen holes, 19.1 mm. in diameter (see Figures 

la and lb)..
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1 - ceramic core 7 - cerafelt blanket
2 - containment tube 8 - steel shell3-6 - ceramic insulation 9 - fiberglass insulation

Figure lb Hexagonal core brick cross section
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The primary purpose of this thesis is to investigate thermal 

stresses in the ceramic core bricks of the MTSFF due to alternate heat

ing and cooling in the reheat and blowdown cycles. Also of interest is 

the comparison of these predicted stress levels with those predicted by 

an earlier technique, and the extension of the analysis to a full scale, 

operational air preheater.
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CHAPTER TI

LITERATURE REVIEW

Traditionallyr. analytical methods for evaluation of thermal stress 

have-been-limited' to-simple-geometries, for which an analytical solution 

of the heat conduction equation exists. Upshaw [1], in a MHD air pre

heater design study used this method by approximating the complex 19- 

hole cored brick pattern as-a-‘bundle_of-cylindrical tubes ; Using-this 

model, he then obtained a quasi-steady-state temperature distribution 

for heating-or -cooling of-the- tubes -from--their--inner -surface. Then, by 

considering the tubes to be of infinite length, he.was able to use 

thermal stress relations presented -by Timoshenko and Goodier [2] for 

free standing infinite cylinders.

An alternative to this problem simplification is the use of numeri

cal methods.' Huebner [3] lists the two principal numerical methods for 

heat transfer and stress analysis as the general finite difference and 

finite element methods. Both are suitable for solving the corresponding 

governing equation_-over a field of interest, but he also points out that 

the finite difference method becomes increasingly difficult to use for 

complex-geometries- or unusual-boundary'conditions-.-T.Huebnerj- [3] and - ■?- 

Gallagher [4] both state that the primary advantage of the finite ele

ment-method- 'is- the treatment.of complex geometries and boundary^conduc

tions ; - This , -in addition .to. the extensive availability of -general pur- - 

pose, finite element computer codes for both heat transfer [5, 6, 7, 8] 
and stress analysis [8, 9] makes the finite element method an attractive
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one to use for this problem.
*

Boundary condition data for heat transfer and stress analysis of 

the preheater core bricks is readily available. Recent work has been 

done by Herrick [10] on the thermal simulation of the MTSRF, and experi 

mental data on heat transfer and temperature profiles is also available 

from operation of the facility.



CHAPTER III

THEORY

Temperature and Stress Fields

Upshaw [1] describes the preheater temperature distribution and, 

consequently, the thermal stress distribution as consisting of three 

types. These are the axial and radial temperature distributions extend

ing over the entire preheater body and the localized radial temperature 

distributions between flow holes. The axial temperature profile is 

relatively-well defined. Figure 2 shows-a typical MTSFF- axial" tempera

ture profile taken from thermocouple data during facility operation.

All the data falls within five percent of a linear curve fit. This is 

significant because a linear temperature distribution of this type will 

produce no stress in the preheater core [11]. Herrick [10] shows that 

the axial .heat ̂ flux at any one point in the preheater core is less than 

0.01 percent . of the radial heat flux, an insignificant amount. Thus, 

axial effects can be ignored for both stress and heat transfer calcula

tions .

The Remaining two"preheater temperature distributions, radial body 

and. localized ’radial',. need..no.t be considered separately. They both 

fall in. the.„.same plane, ..perpendicular, to the preheater..core axis.

Proper-selection of core brick -boundary- conditions will yield a .complete 

combined solution through the finite element analyses.
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----- 1

----- 1

0.00 AXIAL POSITION (M)

Figure 2 Axial temperature profile MTSFF
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Boundary Conditions

Heat Transfer

The hexagonal-core-brick-CFigure lb) is drilled symmetrically with 

19 holes, 19.1 mm. in diameter with a spacing-to-diameter ratio (S/D) 

of 1.42. These holes form the gas flow passages, or flow holes. Immedi

ately adjacent to the core are six air spaces formed by the fit of the 

hexagonal core bricks in the circular containment tube. The containment 

tube is surrounded by ceramic insulation brick, a steel shell, and a 

final layer of fiberglass insulation.

Heat transfer occurs at the flow-hole surfaces by forced convection 

and at the core brick perimeter by radiation and free convection. Dur

ing reheat, the hot combustion exhaust gas in the flow holes transfers

heat to the core bricks, increasing their temperature. While in blow-
)

down, the cooler counterflow gases in the flow holes remove heat from 

the core bricks, decreasing brick temperatures. When the average brick 

temperature changes during reheat and blowdown sum to zero, the preheat

er is. considered ..to have reached cyclic equilibrium. Heat transfer 

between the MTSFF .core brick perimeter and the adjacent containment tube 

falls into ,two.categories; natural convection and radiation, with radi

ation predominating. In a full scale heat exchanger, where identical 

core brick columns would be packed closely together, the brick peri

meters could be considered adiabatic for all but the outermost brick 

edges V-.....:.-
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. Ceramic-gas heat transfer in the flow holes is calculated from the 

equation:

If - h£ (Tc " V . (I)
where = heat flux from gas to ceramic.core brick (W/m ),

2h^ = flow hole convective coefficient (W/m -°K),

=1 ceramic-surface-temperature"(°K), and - 

= gas temperature (0K).

Herrick [10] used the following-.correlations for the convective 

coefficient:

Nu = 0.131 [Re273 -138] Pr1/3 -[l'+| -(̂ y0.-914
o

Nu D K

(2a)

f g

where: Re = local Reynolds number,

P r =  local Prahdtl.number,

. D = flow hole diameter (m),
.

Z = distance from flow hole entrance (m), 

f^ = Darcy-Weisbach1 friction"factor for rough pipe,- 
f =: Darcy-Weisbach-friction-- factor- for smooth-pipe;-and 

kg = local gas thermal conductivity (W/in-°K).

He also used the following correlation for friction factors:

T F - I - 74 - 2  Iog10 + 1̂ l (3)
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where: f = Darcy-Welsbach friction factor,

kg = equivalent sand grain roughness, and 

Re = local Reynolds number.

The radiant heat transfer between the core brick perimeter and the 

containment tube can be calculated from a simplified zonal analysis. 

Herrick [10] shows that the containment tube is isothermal to within 1°K 

over the entire reheat and blowdown cycles at any one axial position.

He also shows that the core brick perimeter temperature varies by less 

than one percent at any one axial position or point in time. Thus, the 

two surfaces can be considered isothermal. Assuming grey, diffuse emis

sive properties, the radiosities of the two surfaces can be calculated 

as given by Ozisik [12]. •

where: i
a

Ri eIct1I + 'Pi J j ^ i - j  

radiosity of surface i, 

Stephan-Boltzmann constant.

= emissivity of surface i,

T . =.temperature of surface i,X
N s= number of surfaces,

(4)

Pi 7 ( I - E 1)5- and

Fi-j view factor from surface i to surface j .

-The-view factors from-the-brick perimeter (surface I) can be evalu

ated by inspection. See Figure 3.
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(j) CONTAINMENT TUBE

Figure 3 Core brick perimeter radiant zonal analysis



Applying the theorem o f  view-factor reciprocity yields the view

factor for the containment, tube.(surface 2).

F0 = 0.045 '2-2

F^ 1 = 0.955

To simplify.-.the analysis ,-with little effect on_.the Accuracy, these 

last’two view-factors can be approximated:

32-2 = °

F2-l ■ 1

This-fs equivalent to. infinite parallel plates. Substituting the 

chosen view factors into (4) and solving for and Rg:

R 1 = Ce1OT14 + P1EgOT24)"/(I - P1Pg)

Rg ='(E2OTg4 + PgE1OT14)/(I'- P 1Pg) )

(5a)

(5b)

The heat flux-from each zonevis- given by-Ozisik" (12]:

N
• q± -X-I- *4 Fi-i:"̂ - 

1 1 i=i J f  J •

where: ■ -q = heat flux- from surface i.

(6)
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Substitution-of -(5) into (6) and solving for and gives:

qi = - = ~ +  1/^2 - I) ' (7)

It should be noted that the finite element computer code utilized 

is not capable of handling radiant heat transfer. It does, however, 

have' provisions- for honvective heat transfer.- It is necessary to- ex- *-■ 

press the radiant heat transfer as an equivalent convective condition, 

by means of .an. equivalent" radiative coefficient'. This can be done with 

little error,-.providingIthe difference between and T2 is small. 
Herrick [10] shows that this difference is -less than five percent at any 

one time or position. Therefore:

(T14 - T24) = 4 T23CT1 - T2) (8)

Substitution of (8) into (7) gives:

q1 = [4aT23/(l/e1 +  l/e2 - I)] (T1 - Tg) (9).

which - is in the form- of (I-)- if-the equivalent radiative-coefficient" a-t- 

the core brick perimeter "is defined:

hr = 4aT23/(l/e1>+ I/e2 I) (10)

The containment tube temperature,^!^, must -be-used:in-place of-a . - 

gas temperature.
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In addition to the radiative heat, transfer between the core bricks 

and containment tube, natural convect ive heat transfer, occurs. This can 

be approximated from an empirical correlation given by Jakob {13J fp'r 

natural convection between isothermal walls.

The Nusselt number, Nu^, for natural convection in a vertical gap 

is defined:

• Nug = hc6/kg (11)

where: k = gas thermal conductivity (W/m-°K),
' 8P ;2h^ = convective coefficient (W/m -°K), and 

6 = average gap width (m.).

The Nusselt number is a function of the Grashof number, Gr^, for 

heat transfer in vertical enclosures-. The Grashof number is defined: -

where:

Gr6 F= pg2g3 (T1 - T2) S3Zp2 (12)

3
Pg - gas density (Kg/m ),

2g - gravitational acceleration (m/sec ),

3 - volume coefficient of expansion for an ideal gas (0K "*") ,
.

T1 - temperature of wall I (0K) ,
T2 (=■ temperature of wall . 2 .(0K) * and -

2• p F= dynamic viscosity (Nt-sec/m ) . .
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The Grashof number does not exceed 2000 at any axial position in 

the HTSFF air gap. Jakob [13] gives the following as the proper Nusselt 

number correlation.

Nu6 = hcS/kg = I (13)

This is actually pure conduction. The corresponding"heat flux is

■ Cw - I lc (T1 - T2) (14)

2where: =■ convective heat flux at the core brick perimeter (W/m ).

The total convective coefficient for heat transfer from the core 

brick perimeter to,the Containment tube is obtained-by.summing the 

natural convective and equivalent: radiative terms:

hT = hc + hr (15)

where: .ĥ , = total perimeter convective coefficient.

Due to symmetryv- a thirty degree segment of the core brick can be 

selected for analysis-.'--The sectioning-lines - are-along-adiabatic sur

faces. Figure 4 depicts the segment studied and the heat transfer 

boundary conditions. -Note that the segment- chosen does not' have one of 

the anti-rotation"notches Shown in Figure lb. "The anti-rotation notches 

were ignored throughout the work done for this thesis.
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1V  A

W W  - Adiabatic surfaces
1 - Convective heat transfer with flow hole gas stream
2 - Radiation and conduction with containment tube

Figure 4 30° segment with thermal boundary conditions

30° angle invariant

Figure 5 Physical boundary conditions
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Physical Boundaries

The core brick surfaces are considered to be free of stress- trac

tions . The bricks are-fitted loosely into the containment tube so that 

there is no binding between them. The average core temperature and 

containment tube temperature differ by less than four percent at any one 

axial position.- Since both:the core and.containment -tuberhave' similar, 

thermal expansion characteristics, it is assumed that there is no con

straint of expansion during operation.. The differential pressure be% 

tween ..the .flow-hole gases and., the brick ..perimeter is negligible as is 

the-axial pressure due to theweight of the column of bricks. This 

latter is less than .20 MPa at any axial location.

Selection of only one thirty-degree segment of core brick for 

analysis requires one special physical restraint. For compatibility of 

motion between segments, the segment angle must remain at 30 degrees and 

the segment sectioning lines must remain straight. This is accomplished 

by constraining the points along the sectioning.lines to move in a radi

al direction (see Figure 5).

The:-Finite Element- Method

TheAfinite'.element method- is a means= of. obtaining^an approximate. .... 

solution -to a general governing equation =.over-a - specific- physical-field. 

The -governing equations would be the.conduction equation for heat trans-.. 

fer.or a suitable equation for stress analysis. The solution obtained
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is a piecewise, numerical one. The field is divided into a discrete 

number of finite elements. Within each of these smaller fields, the 

governing equations' are again applied, but with simplifying assumptions. 

These assumptions might be of a linear temperature distribution or a 

state of constant strain within the element. The end result of this 

■discretization and simplification is a set of simple, usually linear, 

equations describing the conditions within each element. Simultaneous 

solution of these sets of equations produces the overall solution.

The work of the analyst, when using finite elements, is to con

struct the finite element mesh * and specify boundary conditions. The 

mesh consists of a set of nodal points, scattered throughout the field. 

The finite elements are then constructed between the nodal points. The 

simplest planar element, the triangle, was used in this work. In a tri

angular element, nodal points serve as the element corners, each nodal 

point serving one or more element.

The solution is usually in the form-of a set of values for.each 

specific nodal point." This would be a set of nodal-point temperatures 

for heat transfer or nodal point displacements and element centroid 

stress conditions for stress analysis. It should be noted that due to 

the .-large number-of elements," and the simplifying assumptions "within ••

• each element, the'solution must be considered approximate,-not ,exact;- 

However, the total solution, in general, is a good approximation even if

it is not exact-for each .element....
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Computer Codes

• • Five separate computer codes were used in the work for this thesis.

Two were minor, serving only to speed data input to the other three. Of 

these last three codes, two were modified forms of available finite ele

ment heat transfer and stress analysis codes. The third was written by 

the author to automate the element mesh generation for the thirty degree 

core brick segment,(see Figure 6). The two finite element programs and 

explanations of. the modifications made to each are as follows.

Heat transfer calculations were performed with the code, HEATRANS, 

written by Edward L. Wilson at the University of California, Berkeley. 

Wilson and Nickell [5] explain its development. A variational approach 

is applied to the transient heat conduction problem. The temperature 

field within the finite elements-is approximated by first order .. 

polynomial expansion in terms of the nodal point temperatures. The 

resultant set of first order, ordinary differential equations are then 

solved with a unique numerical method of assured stability. Modifica

tions made to HEATRANS were in the data input and output methods to 

allow for-a non-^constant -initial temperature distribution,-and speed the 

data transfer to.storage -files; The remainder of the program was 

unchanged.

Stress level calculations were performed with, a modified version of 

PALOS, a computer code developed by Wilson.et al. at the University of



scale 3.17:1
Figure 6 Finite element mesh
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California, Berkeley. The. program development is explained by Goodreau 

[9]. - Variational calculus is used to minimize the potential energy for 

a linear elastic body, which is discretized by a finite element mesh. 

Displacement within each element is approximated by a Ritz linear poly

nomial expansion in terms of the displacements of the nodal points.

This results in constant strain and stress states within the element.

The assembled set of linear equations are solved by Gaussian elimination. 

Modifications made to PALOS were solely .in data .input.methods.

Application of Computer Codes

Heat Transfer - •

HEATRANS is capable of performing transient heat transfer analyses 

from an initial temperature distribution and specified temperature and 

heat,.flux boundary conditions. It was utilized as follows:

For one axial position:.

(1) The end of reheat (EOR) average core temperature was determined 

fro m -MTSFE-experimental, data, .Figure—7a. -This was used as the

. blowdown initial temperature.

(2) The average gas-ceramic temperature difference for blowdown was 

determined from.Herrick’s %10] work and used to determine"the 

-average blowdown gas temperature-,-.-T ^ (see Figure 7b). -The 

containment tube temperature was chosen as the .average of end . 

of reheat (EOR) and end of .blowdown .(EOB.) core.temperatures as



EOR gas temperature
gas-ceramic AT 
in reheat- - -

c+ EU1 0
rn chi L

gas-ceramic A T  -in blowdown

EOR ceramic temperature 
EOB ceramic temperature

EOB gas temperature

bottom

Axial position (m.)
-I

3  ID

bottom

Axial position (m.)
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in Herrick's [10] results. And convective coefficients for the 

flow holes and the brick perimeter were calculated from equations 

(2) and (15).

(3) Using data determined in I and 2 above, HEATRANS was used to 

calculate the EOB .temperature distribution.

(4) New thermal boundary conditions were calculated similarly to 2, 

above, for reheat.

(5) HEATRANS was used to calculate the EOR temperature distribution 

from the data determined in 4, and using the EOB temperature from 

3, above,/for the initial distribution. .•

(6) The cycle,.2-3-4-S, was carried out until cyclic equilibrium was 

achieved. The one change in the outlined procedure was the use of 

the EOR temperatures from (5) for the initial temperatures for .(2). 

Cyclic, equilibrium was. considered achieved when two successive EOR 

temperature distributions were within 0.5°K of each other.

(7) -.Temperaturezdistributions were calculated at 10 sec. -intervals, for

the complete blowdown-reheat cycle.

Considerable.leeway, up to 5?K, was allowed as far as.duplication
.

of actual M TSFE.average EOR and EOB core temperature was concerned.

This -was.. due "to the:fact: that .thermal .stress values, are dependent on - 

relative temperature differences; not actual temperatures.
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Stress Analysis

Two types of planar stress analysis were available from PALOS.

These were the approximations of plane strain and plane stress. Plane- 

strain is an approximation wherein the strains acting perpendicularly to 

the plane of analysis are set identically to zero. This technique is 

most useful for analyses of long, theoretically infinite bodies acted 

upon by loads with no component in the long, axial direction. Little 

[14] discusses this technique in considerable detail. In the plane ■ 

stress approximation, the stresses acting perpendicularly to the plane 

of analysis are set identically to zero. This technique is primarily 

intended for analyses of plane plates of small constant thickness acted 

upon by forces only in the plane of the plate. The core brick, three 

inches in axial length and six inches across, fits neither the state of 

plane,.stress nor plane strain exactly. It is, however, most well-suited 

to the plane stress analysis. This is due to its length to width ratio 

of 0.5 and the low level of axial compression, less than 0.20 MPa. This 

choice of plane stress analysis is supported by conditions in the MTSFF 

core, dismantled after 1100 hours operation. The core bricks were 

extensively cracked and broken from stresses acting in the circumferen

tial direction, while unbroken from axial stresses. Therefore, the . 

stress calculations performed with PALOS utilized the approximation of 

plane stress.
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Application of-PALOS -.required ,-input-of. a.. temperature-distribution 

as-determinedly -HEArERANS^a'nd^sUitablerfmaterial ..properties. ' '



CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Analysis Conditions

Temperature and thermal stress distributions ".were calculated-for. 

the MTSFF core bricks by application of the finite element codes. Three 

cases.of thermal conditions were studied. Cases I and 2 duplicated typ

ical operating conditions for two locations in the MTSFF core. Case I 

was located 3.35m. from the core bottom in a highly cracked zone of 

MTSFF core bricks; revealed upon inspection after 1100 hours at operating 

conditions. Case 2, at 0.05 m. was chosen to provide a comparison for 

Case I. Case 3 used the same flow conditions as Case I, but the brick 

perimeter was made adiabatic to simulate a center brick, in a large pre

heater. The finite element mesh utilized is shown in Figure 6. The gas 

and containment tube temperatures, convective coefficients, and ceramic 

physical properties used for the three cases are tabulated in Table I.

Figures.depicting results are as follows. Core brick thermal pro

files for selected times during reheat and blowdown are shown in Figures

8-10. -Thermal .stress.distributions for some selected thermal profiles
'

are depicted'in Figures 11-16.

■ .Thermal.Behavior

The core brick temperature profiles for all three cases were found 

to possess similar characteristics at corresponding cycle times. The 

- profiles.^-.depicted- in Figures-8-10; result_ffom_ the^eharacteri-sties^.af •=•
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TABLE I. •Thermal/Physical Data

Property Case
I

Case 
2. .

Case 
. 3

Ceramic Thermal Conductivity 
(W/m-°K) 2.95 3.96 2.95

3Ceramic Density-(kg/m ) 3170 3240.. . ■ .3170 ...

Ceramic Specific Heat1(J/Kg-°K)- • 1160 • 1080 - 1160 - - -■

Containment Tube Temperature ■
(°K) 1315 ; 800

Brick Perimeter Convective 
Coefficient (W'/m^-°K) 190 ■ 47. . . 0

Flow Hole Gas Temperature 
Reheat/Blowdown .(0K) 1395/1175 . 945/600 1395/1175

Flow Hole Convective Coefficient 
Reheat/Blowdown (W/m^-°K) 56/50

/
62/67 . 56/50

Blowdown-Duration-(sec-i)- 240 240 240

Reheat Duration (sec.) 360 360 360

Gas Flow Rate (for 19 holes-) 
Reheat/Blowdowh ~ (Kg/hi)7 180/170 180/170 180/170

Ceramic Young’s Modulus (MPa) 1.1 x IO5 • 1.1 x 10^ i:.r x IO5
Ceramic Poisson’s Ratio 0.2.. 0.2 ... . 0.2

Sources- for-'non-deri-ved>-dat-a-rare..--listecbdn the -Appendix. :
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Figure 9 Temperature distribution for 
Case 2
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Figure 10 
Temperature distribution for Case 3
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Shaded elements > .69 MPa tension Black elements > 3.4 MPa tension

Case I20 seconds into blowdown
Stresses in MPaNegative indicates compression

.8Figure 11 Thermal stress distribution



Shaded elements > .69 MPa tension Black elements > 3.4 MPa tension

Case I20 seconds into reheat
Stresses in MPaNegative indicates compression

Figure 12 Thermal stress distribution
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Shaded elements > .69 MPa tension Black elements > 3.4 MPa tension

Case 210 seconds into blowdown
Stresses in MPaNegative indicates compression

Figure 13 Thermal stress distribution
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Shaded elements > .69 MPa tension Black elements > 3.4 MPa tension

Case 210 seconds into reheat
Stresses in MPaNegative indicates compression

%

&mz7/s/zm

Figure 14 Thermal stress distribution
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Shaded elements > .69 MPa tension Black elements > 3.4 MPa tension

Case 320 seconds into reheat
Stresses in MPaNegative indicates compression

Figure 16 Thermal stress distribution
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two types of temperature distributions. The behavior of the first type, 

localized "radial", is seen at flow hole edges; specifically at nodal 

points'118-150 and 193-213 in the figures. The second type is the 

overall "body" distribution, resulting from heat flow between the brick 

center and the brick perimeter. This is seen as the large temperature 

difference between nodes I and 118. The effect of the localized "radi

al" temperature distribution can also be seen in the sharp curvature of 

some of the thermal profiles between nodes 9 and 23.

The differences between individual cases were small, being of two 

types. The first was a large difference in cyclic temperature oscilla

tion between Case I and Case 2. Case I, 3.35 m. from the bottom, had an 

average temperature change of 60°K between reheat and blowdown cycles. 

Case 2, at 0.05 m. from the bottom, had an average change of IOO0K. The 

second type of difference was in the slope of the temperature profile at 

the brick perimeter, node I. The slope, zero in the adiabatic Case 3, 

was1 non-zero in the corresponding Case I. This is as expected. Other 

than these differences, the temperature profiles of all three cases were 

of similar form.

Thermal Stresses

It was found that.peak thermal stresses occurred at the location and 

instant of maximum curvature of the localized temperature distribution. 

This occurred early in both reheat and blowdown cycles, within 10 to 20
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seconds of beginning the cycle. During blowdown,. the maximum tensile 

stresses were circumferential, located at the flowhole surfaces. The 

maximum compressive stresses were lower in magnitude, arid located in the 

brick interior, between flow holes. During reheat, this situation was 

reversed, with compressive surface stresses and tensile interior stress

es; compressive stresses being greater. Blowdown.stresses were greater 

than reheat stresses for a given case due to greater temperature profile 

curvature. Since the brittle Corhart RFG core material is weaker in 

tension than compression, it is the blowdown tensile stresses that are 

of primary, interest.

Figures 11-16 depict stress distributions for cases 1-3 at the 

moments of maximum stress. Elements in which the maximum stress was 

greater than .690 MPa tension are shaded grey. Elements with maximum 

stress greater than 3.45 MPa tension are solid black. Arrows indicate 

the locations of local stress maximums, with the corresponding value 

listed inside. The local maximum tensile and compressive stresses for 

each figure are listed in Table 2. Absolute maximums for each case are 

indicated.

Maximum surface and interior stresses occurred in characteristic 

locations. Surface maximums occurred along the facing surfaces of the 

outer flow holes which face each other, and along the outer surfaces of 

the middle ring of flow holes (see Figures 11-16). It may be noted that 

these stresses were located in elements adjacent to thicker core brick
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TABLE 2. Maximum Stresses

Stresses tabulated are those indicated on Figures 11-16. Notation: 

stress/element number, stresses in MPa.

Case I Case 2 Case 3

Blowdown Reheat Blowdown Reheat Blowdown Reheat

2.8/412 -1.9/ 43 2.6/ 43 -1.1/ 27 1.9/ 60 -.83/ 43

5.2/101 •-4.3/101 6.8/101 -5.3/101 4.3/101 -3.3/101

5.2/195 -4.3/185 7,9/185 -6.6/185 5.1/195 . -4.3/185

5.2/194 -4.3/194 ;7.4/194 -6.2/194 4.7/194 -3.9/194

5.3/233* -4.4/233* 8.1/233* -6.8/233* 5.2/233* -4.4/233*

5.1/262 -4.0/262 ' ,7.6/273 -6.0/273 5.0/262 -4.0/262

2.3/319 . -1.7/319 3.5/319 -2.6/319 2.3/319 -1.7/319

2.1/352. -1.6/352 3.2/352 -2.3/352 2.1/352 -1.6/352

-3.2/215 2.8/189 -5.0/189 4.5/189 -3.1/215 2.8/189

»*Maximum in each case.
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wet sections: element numbers 60, 43 or 27, 101, 185 or 195, 194, 233,

262 or 273, 319, and 352. Interior stress maximums were located in the 

center of the thinner core brick wet sections. Specifically, they were 

found in' the center of the web sections between holes of the outer flow 

hole ring; element numbers 189 or 215.

Some comparative observations may be made. Comparing stresses 

between Case I and Case 2 shows that the lower temperature Case 2 has 

greater thermal stresses. This is due to larger gas-ceramic temperature 

differences in Case 2, resulting in greater temperature profile curva

ture. In comparing stresses between Cases 3 and I it can be seen that 

the adiabatic brick perimeter had little or no effect on the maximum 

brick stresses.

Study of the actual MTSFF core after 1100 hours of operation reveals 

general confirmation of the finite element analysis. Cracking and 

initiation of fractures in the core bricks occurred at the locations of 

local surface stress maximums shown in Figures 11-16. The finite ele

ment model predicts lower stresses for the highly fractured region. Case 

I, than it does for the essentially undamaged region. Case 2. This 

apparent reversal may be explained by a demonstrated weakening of the 

RFG core material at elevated temperatures [18], as shown in Figure 17. 

The sfresstemperature states of Cases I and 2 are also indicated on 

Figure 17. Roberts [15] also supports this theory of strength decrease 

at elevated ceramic temperatures.



Fracture strength 
(MPa)

Corhart RFG Fracture Strength Temperature Dependency
Circles indicate stress-temperature conditions for cases I and 2

Temperature (0C)
Figure 17 Corhart RFG strength-temperature correlation [18]
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For comparison purposes, maximum stresses were calculated for Cases 

I and 2 using the relation presented by Upshaw [1], for axial stresses 

in the ceramic. For his model, the maximum tangential "hoop" stress 

and maximum axial stress are identical. It is the tangential stresses 

that must be compared to the stresses predicted by the finite element 

model. Only in a very long tube, longer than the 3 inch core brick 

height, would the axial stresses approach the values predicted by Upshaw's 

equation:

V x  = l 4  k(y b_ a2) 1^ b 2 a ' +  ̂  " o / -  a2) ln<=)] 

where: a = coefficient of thermal expansion (0K ),

E = modulus of elasticity (MPa), 

v = Poisson's ratio,
2Q = heat flux at flow hole surface (W/m ),

k = ceramic thermal conductivity (W/m-°K), c
a = flow hole inner radius (m.), 

b f= 0.52504 S, and 

S = flow hole spacing (in.).

Average heat flow rates were used for the calculations. They were 

based on the average reheat and blowdown gas-ceramic temperature differ

ences. The stress values, presented in Table 3, were on the average of 

40 percent higher than the values predicted in this work. They do.
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TABLE 3. ■, Maximum Stress Comparison 

Stresses in MPa

Blowdown . Reheat

Case I

Upshaw • 8.7 -5.6

Finite Element 5.3 -4.4

Case 2

Upshaw 12.5 -8.3

Finite Element 8.1 -6.8
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however, show greater stresses at the core bottom, as did the finite 

element model.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Finite Element.method reasonably predicts the location of maxi

mum stresses in a hexagonal core brick.

2. The-major stresses are circumferential stresses, located at the 

flow hole surfaces.

3. The adiabatic boundary on Case 3 caused no significant change in 

stress levels from those in Case I.



CHAPTER VI

RECOMMENDATIONS

There are two areas of possible further work in this topic. These 

are the result of two difficulties, one with the computer codes and one 

with the core brick geometry. The computer code difficulty was in 

duplicating actual flow conditions. It was necessary to hold gas tem

peratures constant throughout each cycle, unlike actual conditions, 

because the computer code required it. This caused initial heat trans

fer rates to be inaccurately high, with a similar increase in calculated 

stresses. The difficulty with the core brick geometry is in the large 

thermal mass at the brick perimeter. This is the principal cause of the 

large temperature change close to the brick perimeter, the major part of 

the "body" temperature profile. This is in the same part of the core 

brick as areas of maximum stress. Any connection of these two phenomena 

might be investigated. Therefore, two recommendations follow.

1. A different finite element heat transfer program, more advanced 

than HEATRANS, might be tried. This would enable more complete du

plication of flow conditions.

2. Different methods of core brick construction should be studied. 

One possible configuration, reducing the occurrence of large thermal 

masses is shown in Figure 18. .
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Figure 18 Suggested brick for modeling. This shape reduces 
large areas of thermal mass.
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APPENDIX

PROPERTIES

1. Ceramic Thermal Conductivity (W/m-°K)

kc (T) = 5.355 -0.0016 T - 0.184 x 10™6 T2 

Temperature Range: 570°K to 1800°K

Source: Author's curve fit of experimental data [16]
"I2. Ceramic Thermal Expansion Coefficient (0K )

aT = 1.28 x IO-5

Temperature Range: 600°K to 1800°K .

Source: Author's curve fit of experimental data [16]
33. Ceramic Density (Kg/m )

p(T) = 3300, (I + aCT - 300))

Temperature Range: -----

Source: Temperature adjustment of manufacturer's data [17]

4. Ceramic Specific Heat (J/Kg-0K)

Cp (T) = 961 + 0.150T

Temperature Range: 500°K to 1900°K

Source: Author's curve fit of experimental data [16]

5. Ceramic Young's Modulus (MPa)

E = 1.1 x IO5

Temperature Range: -----

Source: Manufacturer's data [17]
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6. Ceramic Poisson’s Ratio 

V = 0.2

Temperature Range: -----'

' Source: Manufacturer’s data [17]

'i
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